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onder nourishes us. It benefi ts 
head, heart and hand, encouraging 
exploration, connection and 
appreciation of our world. It’s 
available to one and all, for free. 
All it takes is an act of intention. 

We can feed wonder, just as wonder feeds us.
Marvels shape my life. In recent years I’ve had 

the good fortune to study the benefi ts of wonder 
for learning. My earliest ventures drew on my 
experiences as a conjuror: I designed events and 
artefacts that might liberate an empowering 
“wow” or two, and considered how they might be 
refi ned and passed on. In a moment of clarity I 
took to the streets, clipboard in hand, and asked 
people their thoughts about wonder. I hadn’t 
foreseen how potent a simple question could be. I recall 
one misty morning on a high street when a small group of 
participants excitedly exchanged anecdotes. I remember 
thinking: “This is like street magic, but there are no 
tricks.” Everyone is a potential wonder worker.

Many insights came from those days of search and 
research, chief amongst them being the simple notion 
that if we seek wonder, wonder is likely to arise. One of 
the ways that it can be sought is by the practice of 
“wonder walking”. Ancient Greeks, Taoists, Romantics, 
Contemporaries: all attest to the magic of venturing out 
into the world with an eye for detail and an open mind. In 
the middle of the last century, Rachel Carson recounted 
her outdoor adventures with her infant nephew Roger. 
Her celebrated article ‘Help Your Child to Wonder’ 
(1956) is testament to the power of wondering and 

 WAYS TO 
 WONDER

wandering: “Those who dwell… among the beauties and 
mysteries of the earth are never alone or weary of life. 
Whatever the vexations or concerns of their personal 
lives, their thoughts can fi nd paths that lead to inner 
contentment and to renewed excitement in living.”

Wonder is both outer and inner path. It’s multiplied by 
being pursued and shared. But before sharing – with dog, 
child, partner, friend – treat yourself to a solitary venture 

or fi ve. Every week I take a wonder walk. Sometimes I 
plan my schedule, sometimes I surprise myself. Whatever 
the circumstances, I aim to leave my shelter without 
expectation, in the spirit of playful exploration. 

Any time is a good time. Carson found that rain and 
night time had their wonders. I’ve marvelled at twilight 
as colours retreat and the world reveals itself a threshold. 
Any place is ripe for admiration: I’ve found wonder on 
a busy street, and cherish my walks through town as 
much as fi eld or woodland.

What distinguishes a wonder walk from a galumph, or 
jaunt, or stroll? A quality of awareness secured by a simple 
pact: the pledge to seek marvels, to pay attention, to 
engage the senses, to be thankful, to carry a playful shout 
in the heart. I’ve never been disappointed. Without being 
forced, life offers delights: two wagtails greet me on the 
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SEEK OUT MOMENTS OF WONDER 

AND THEY WILL FIND YOU, SAYS 

ILLUSIONIST DR MATTHEW MCFALL

“Any place is RIPE for admiration: I’ve found 
wonder on a busy street, and CHERISH my 

walks through TOWN as much as field”
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path, curious as I; a hoverfl y observes the airspace above 
a dandelion; a hedge erupts in sparrow drama. 

There are times when my little brainpan is stuffed 
with thoughts, and I realise I’m walking with a full head 
and reduced awareness. I take action by reaching into 
my coat pocket for the peculiar pebble I once found on 
a coastal walk. This handheld device is my mindfulness 
talisman. Its heft triggers a thought – “I’m alive” – and 
I’m primed to return to the world, gratefully.

As an occasional treat, I invoke two questions from 
Rachel Carson: “What if I had never seen this before? 
What if I knew I would never see it again?” I feel my 
eyes widen even as I anticipate the process.

Sometimes I fi nd myself on a collecting expedition. 
Unexpected souvenirs present themselves – a feather, 
a leaf skeleton, a pencil stub – treasure for a Cabinet of 
Curiosities. I might take out a notebook to scribble, or 
a camera to capture a sight. My devices host galleries of 
incongruities and beauties to share: rainbow oil-spots; 
dropped biscuits; exuberant toadstools; profound skies…

But you can’t share until you acquire. If you haven’t 
walked out to wonder lately, tomorrow awaits your 
footsteps. There are many paths to wonder and they 
all begin wherever you fi nd yourself.

DR MATTHEW MCFALL is Agent of 
Wonder at Nottingham University 
Samworth Academy and the author 
of The Little Book of Awe and Wonder 
(Independent Thinking Press).
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PASSING ON TR ADITIONS

Family sayings 
by ANNA BRITTEN

IT’S THE SUMMER OF 1974, and a horrendous 
novelty song called ‘The Streak’* becomes the 
UK’s number one. Amid yee-haw guitars, 
American singer Ray Stevens tells a tale of 
public streaking and a man who urges his 
wife, “Don’t look, Ethel!” but is always a 
fraction too late.
 In a red-brick semi in the Greater London 
suburbs, I am two-and-a-half years old. One 
day I catch something unsuitable on TV and 
suddenly the words “Don’t look, Ethel!” fall 
from my mother’s lips. 
 From that moment on, this newly invented 
family saying is used whenever something racy 
or frightening heaves into communal view – 
from the Daleks to the racy bits in The Thorn 
Birds to grandsons running full pelt down 
steep hills and endangering their front teeth. 
 The world may have lost interest in both 
novelty songs and streaking, but my family 
remains loyal to “Don’t look, Ethel!”. One day 
I’ll cross stitch it on a sampler.
 
* www.youtube.com/watch?v=XtzoUu7w-YM
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